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General Advice Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Primestock Securities Ltd. (AFSL 239180). The information in this presentation is of a general nature
only and is not intended to be, and is not a complete or definitive statement of the matters described in it. It has been prepared without taking
into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. It should not be relied upon as a substitute for financial or other specialist
advice.

Before making any decisions on the basis of this presentation, you should consider the appropriateness of its content having regard to your
needs and financial situation. You should consider talking to one of our Financial Advisers prior to making any decision. The relevant Product
Disclosure Statement (PDS) should also be obtained and considered before making a decision about any financial product.

The information contained in this presentation is current as at February 2016. Although every effort has been made to verify the accuracy of the
information contained in this presentation, Primestock Securities Ltd, its officers, employees and agents disclaim all liability (except for any
liability which by law cannot be excluded), for any error, inaccuracy in, or omission from the information contained in this presentation or any loss
or damage suffered by any person directly or indirectly through relying on this information.”
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2017 – A Scorecard Thus Far > EXCELLENT, but…
•

Another positive year for financial markets > S&P 500 +14%, NASDAQ +23%, Euro-stoxx 50 +10%,
Nikkei 225 +12% & Hang Seng +30%

•

We have had nine consecutive ‘up’ years since end 2008 (2011 & 2015 were down only very
modestly) > S&P500 has risen +12.3% per annum.

•

ASX200 Accumulation has risen +10% per annum since 2009 & is +7% year-to-date in 2017

•

Economic momentum at decade highs > US, European economic momentum best since pre-GFC,
China also strong

•

Bond-markets remain uneasily stable > U.S wage growth highest since 2009 at 2.9%, industrial metal
indices +20% since June, oil stabilising … AND WHAT OF TRUMP TAX REFORMS?

•

Global Central Bank stimulus set to unwind > Federal Reserve from $900bn to $4.5tln, European
Central Bank from e1.2tln to e4.4tln, Bank of England from GBP47bn to GBP403bn, the Bank of
Japan Y120tln to 510tln

•

Risk / Reward now less clear, but all entirely dependant on bond markets

•

Australian asset markets look less over-valued, but our economic recovery looks far less certain
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Asset Class Returns in 2017
Another constructive year for assets

ASX200 Accumulation Index

Local
6.89%

AUD
6.89%

ASX20 Accumulation

3.88%

3.88%

ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation

11.20%

11.20%

S&P500

14.24%

4.94%

Prime Australian Equity Growth SMA

Prime International Growth SMA
MSCI World ex-Australia
Ausbond Composite Bond Index

8.50%
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11.39%

Prime Defensive Income SMA
3.78%
* As at close of business Monday 16th October 2017

2.72%

Current Rates of Return
Cash
3-month Term Deposits
Australian 10-year Government Bond
Australian 5-year BBB Corporate Bond
Australian 5-year Bank Hybrid

7.03%

1.50%
2.40%
2.76%
3.75%
5.60%

(<4% ex franking)

Global economic momentum at ‘decade best’
Business optimism globally in a synchronous upswing – United States (red), Germany (white), China (yellow)
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Asset Price Valuations at decade ‘plus’ highs > Global growth excellent, but priced.
S&P 500 forward earnings multiple at highest level since 2002
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Asset price stimulus unprecedented
Federal Reserve Total Assets have risen 350% and had clear impact on all asset pricing > 2yr unwind could remove $900bn from asset markets
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Forward Asset Class Returns Estimate > it gets harder
Asset Manager GMO forecasts an annual forward asset class ‘real’ return every quarter based upon a reversion to historical trend
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Aussie big-caps de-rated deservedly > valuation improving, but growth uncertain
Australian blue-chips have de-rated & now look much better value. However, the growth outlook is muddied.
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Why Trump’s tax policy matters
Dow Industrials (white) & Small Business Optimism (red) are closely correlated
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Australia’s Employment Composition improving
2017 Australian Full-time employment growth of +3.5% annualized.
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Apartment sales momentum collapsed
Sales momentum now at a 3-year low > price weakness yet to be properly felt
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Building approvals sliding > Apartments key, private houses have steadied
Apartment approvals are running -35% under their 2-year average
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Residential Construction Activity follows Building Approvals
Australian Residential Construction ‘Work Done’ (red) understandably follows Building Approvals (white)
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Why Construction matters > rising proportion of full-time workforce
Full-time construction jobs have risen in number & as a proportion of the labour force
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Underemployment & Wages > indicative of excess capacity
Wages at a 20-year low, underemployment at a record level & fastest growing employment sector starting to slow
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Australian households drawing down on rainy day funds
Savings rate continues to fall as Australian’s choose to maintain living standards
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2018 – Key Conclusions & Issues
•

Global economic growth is strong

•

Asset markets are expensive > S&P 500 highest valuation since 2002

•

Investors should begin to temper asset return expectations in 2018+ > volatility will rise

•

Australia remains leveraged & lagging the global economic momentum > civil construction &
tourism are aiding the softening in residential construction

•

The relative strength or not of housing cannot be underestimated > base view is that the market
cools without significant, widespread collapse.

•

2019 Federal Election is a real & significant issue for investment markets from 2H 2018 > Labor &
Greens both campaigning for unwinding negative gearing

•

Australian interest rates will remain on HOLD through winter 2018 > the rising Australian Dollar has
already tightened monetary conditions in 2017

•

We maintain an expectation for a falling Australian Dollar, though concede we have been off-side in
2017 > falling iron ore prices > stronger global economic momentum > political uncertainty >
consumer leverage all potential headwinds
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